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BOATS AND BOATING
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The MANY STEPS from RAFT to MOTOR-BOAT
•

HEN man first conquered the waters lae
took a step which may be compared wit,\
that taken thousands of years later when he
mastered the air. And something of the thrill
of that far-off conquest lingers with us still, whenever we silently paddle a light canoe on a lake, or
dash along the coast to the resounding put-put-put
of a motor-boat, or swing dreamily beneath the
bulging sail and singing rigging of a sailingyacht. Boating remains one of the most popular
of summer pastimes, and no part of a great
museum is more fascinating to old and young
than that which shows the quaint models of
boats of other times and lands.
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are modelled upon the type that the red man
devised when he fashioned his craft of birch
. and cedar and filled its seams with the pitch
of the spruce, and like their prototype
~.#l('t=·· they are keelless.
The light construction of the ordinary canoe makes it extremely
•
sen&itive to .m ovement on the part
of the paddler. For that reason
every canoeist should be a good
OATS AND BoATING. It is a very long swimmer, though it is true that a capable
paddler is not likely to capsize, for he has
vines or raw-hide thongs, on which our ancient learned to adjust his body to the craft.
Boats differ from canoes chiefly in being proancestors paddled their way across the streams,
to the finely built sailing-boats and motor-boats pelled by oars instead of by paddles. Greater
that to-day pass swiftly up and down our lakes force, of course, can be exerted with oars than
and rivers and along the coast. Each age has with a paddle, but the rower is at the disadcontributed something to the development of vantage of having to face backward instead of
boating, until in these days of science there are forward. The types of boats for pleasure and
all manner of craft that plough through the use are legion, ranging from the long narrow
water or glide over the surface, half flying, half racing sculls to the heavy '' dories '' of the
swimming. But the pleasure of boating has Newfoundland fishermen and to life-boats.
not great ly changed it is essentially the same
Th~ one-man sculls are extremely light boats
now that it was thousands of years ago, when of a long, narrow build, with sliding seats and
man first discovered that he could contrive a outrigger oars. In the eight-oared shells, such
craft that would support his weight upon the as are used in the Oxford and Cambridge Boat
water.
.
Race, each man pulls a single oar.
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Canoes of the American Indians

The Need of Perfect F.itness

From the raft to the " dug-out " canoe was
a big step, from the dug-out to the skin or.
bark-covered craft a smaller one, ..and no one
knows when or how these steps were first taken.
The earliest white man who set foot on the shores
of America found the Indians paddling their
graceful birch-bark canoes up and down the
streams and even venturing out upon the ocean.
A great deal of the exploring which was done by
the pioneers was accomplished by the aid of
such canoes. They were so light in weight that
the travellers could carry them long distances
over rough trails of the wilderness, and at the
same time could ·transport in them considerable
loads of provisions and equipment.
· The canoes which we use for pleasur~ to-day

The racing sea~on is in the spring of the year.
A great deal of time is spent by the candidates
in training for the races, for there is probably
no sport in which form and condition count
more largely than they do in rowing. The person who combines strength with such a mastery
of the stroke that he gets the full power of his
body into each sweep of the oar is the one who
usually "makes the crew." Weight is an ad..
vantage, of course, but it sometimes happens
that candidates who are light win positions
from rivals of much greater weight but less
skill.
In the ordinary rowing-boat, of course, the
rower uses two oar.s. Along the qoast and on
inland waters a small
skiff
will
furnish
an
im.
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